The arithmetic complexity c(A θ ) is a non-commutative measure of the ranks of elliptic curves E (K) = Z r ⊕ Etors. The c(A θ ) is equal to the dimension of a connected component V 0 N,k of the Brock-Elkies-Jordan variety associated to a periodic continued fraction θ = [b 1 , . . . , b N , a 1 , . . . , a k ]. We prove that the V 0 N,k is a fiber bundle over the Fermat-Pell conic with the structure group Etors and the fiber an r-dimensional affine space. The result is used to evaluate the Tate-Shafarevich group of E (K).
Introduction
Noncommutative geometry studies an interplay between spacial forms and algebras with non-commutative multiplication. To illustrate the idea, consider the noncommutative torus A θ , i.e. a C * -algebra generated by the unitary operators U and V satisfying the relation V U = e 2πiθ U V , where θ is a real constant [Rieffel 1990 ] [7] . Recall that the A θ plays the rôle of coordinate ring of an elliptic curve E (C) defined over the field of complex numbers. Namely, there exists a covariant functor F mapping isomorphic elliptic curves to the Morita equivalent noncommutative tori [5, Section 1.3] . The restriction of F to elliptic curves E (K) over a subfield K ⊂ C corresponds to the real quadratic values of θ, i.e. θ being an irrational root of a quadratic polynomial with the integer coefficients. It is well known, that such a root can be written as an infinite periodic continued fraction: θ = [b 1 , . . . , b N , a 1 , . . . , a k ].
(1.1)
Let E (K) = Z r ⊕ E tors be the Mordell-Weil group of the K-points of E (K). To express the rank r ≥ 0 in terms of the continued fraction (1.1), the notion of an arithmetic complexity c(A θ ) was introduced [5, §6.2.1]. Roughly speaking, the c(A θ ) measures the number of "independent" entries a i and b j in the continued fraction (1.1). The integer c(A θ ) is equal to the Krull dimension of a projective variety V E associated to (1.1) . Such a variety for θ = √ D dates back to [Euler 1765 ] [2] . It was proved, that r = c(F (E (K))) − 1.
(1.2) An affine variety V N,k (C) associated to (1.1) has been studied by [ The Z-points of V N,k (C) correspond to the continued fractions (1.1); we refer the reader to Section 2.1 for the details. We call the V N,k (C) a Brock-Elkies-Jordan variety.
The aim of our note is to relate geometry of the variety V N,k (C) with the rank r, torsion E tors and the arithmetic complexity c(F (E (K))) of the elliptic curve E (K). The maximal connected component of the Brock-Elkies-Jordan variety containing a point (b 1 , . . . , b N ; a 1 , . . . , a k ) will be denoted by V 0 N,k . (We refer the reader to Section 4.2 for quick examples of the V 0 1,2 .) Let A r be the r-dimensional affine space. Our main results can be formulated as follows.
N,k is a fiber bundle over the Fermat-Pell conic Q with the fibers A r and the structure group E tors . In particular, the arithmetic complexity is given by the formula Recall that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(E (K)) measures the failure of the Hasse principle for the elliptic curve E (K). Denote by Cl (Λ) the (narrow) class group of the order Λ := Z + Zθ in the ring of integers of the real quadratic field k = Q(θ). If Λ is the maximal order, then Cl (Λ) is the class group of the field k. If Q is a conic, then X(Q) ∼ = Cl (Λ) ⊕ Cl (Λ) [Lemmermeyer 2003 ] [4, Theorem 11]. Applying this formula to the fiber bundle V 0 N,k over the Fermat-Pell conic Q, one gets the following result.
The article is organized as follows. Preliminary facts can be found in Section 2. The proofs of theorem 1.1 and corollary 1.3 are given in Section 3. Two examples illustrating theorem 1.1 are considered in Section 4.
Preliminaries
We briefly review the Brock-Elkies-Jordan varieties and arithmetic complexity of the noncommutative tori. For a detailed account we refer the reader to [ 
where c 1 is an integer and c 2 , c 3 , . . . are positive integers. The continued fraction (2.1) converges to an irrational number and each irrational number has a unique representation by (2.1). The expression (2.1) is called k-periodic, if c i+k = c i for all i ≥ N and a minimal index k ≥ 1. We shall denote the k-periodic continued fraction by [b 1 , . . . , b N , a 1 , . . . , a k ], (2.2) where (a 1 , . . . , a k ) is the minimal period of (2.1). The continued fraction (2.2) converges to the irrational root of a quadratic polynomial
Conversely, the irrational root of any quadratic polynomial (2.3) has a representation by the continued fraction (2.2). Notice that the following two continued fractions define the same irrational number:
But it is well known, that two infinite continued fraction with at most finite number of distinct entries must be related by the linear fractional transformation given by a matrix E ∈ GL 2 (Z). Therefore equation (2.4) can be written in the form
Remark 2.1. It is easy to see, that x in (2.5) is the root of quadratic polynomial
Definition 2.2. The Brock-Elkies-Jordan variety V N,k (C) ⊂ A N +k is an affine variety over Z defined by the three equations:
It is verified directly from remark 2.1 and the equality
Definition 2.3. By the Fermat-Pell conic Q one understands the plane curve: 
where a, b, c ∈ Z and d > 0 is a square-free integer. Consider a family of the irrational numbers {θ x | x > 0} of the form: 
. The Euler equations define an algebraic set in the affine space A N +k . The Euler variety V E is defined as the projective closure of an irreducible affine variety containing the point x = d of this set.
Remark 2.5. The case a = 0 and c = 1 of (2.10) was first studied by [Euler 1765 ] [2] ; hence the name. where A RM = F (E (K)).
Proofs
3.1. Proof of theorem 1.1. We shall split the proof in a series of lemmas. 
Proof. Roughly speaking, the idea is to take the projective closure of (3.1) and apply [5, Lemma 6.2.2]. Such a lemma says the Euler variety V E is fiber bundle over the projective line CP 1 with the fiber an abelian variety A E .
(i) Let us show that
2)
where P roj is the projective closure of the affine variety V 0 N,k . Indeed, recall that the V 0 N,k is defined by the coefficients A 0 , B 0 and C 0 of the quadratic polynomial (2.3). Using these coefficients, one can write (2.9) in the form: (ii) To prove that {π −1 (q) ∼ = A r | q ∈ Q}, let (V E , CP 1 , π ′ , A E ) be the fiber bundle constructed in [5, Lemma 6.2.2]. Consider a morphism of the following fiber bundles:
4)
where X is a fiber π −1 (q) over q ∈ Q. Recall from item (i), that we have an isomorphism P roj V 0 N,k ∼ = V E . Since the genus of the Fermat-Pell conic Q is equal to zero, we conclude that P roj Q ∼ = CP 1 . The fiber map π ′ is the projective extension of the map π.
To calculate the fiber X in (3.4) , recall that the A E is an abelian variety of dimension r [5, Lemma 6.2.4]. In particular, the A E is a compact algebraic group (group variety). Thus one gets a group morphism
where X is an affine group variety. It is not hard to see, that ker(h) ∼ = Z r , where Z r is a discrete subgroup of X. Thus X ∼ = A r is the r-dimensional affine space. Item (ii) is proved.
To finish the proof of lemma 3.1, we apply [5, Lemma 6.2.2]. A pullback of the (V E , CP 1 , π ′ , A E ) along the morphism (3.4) defines a fiber bundle (V 0 N,k , Q, π, A r ). Lemma 3.1 is proved. We denote by (A r × R, R,π, A r ) the pullback of the fiber bundle (Ṽ 0 N,k , S 1 ,π, A r ) along the map (3.6) . Consider the integer points Z r of the affine space A r . It follows from [5, Lemma 6.2.2], that E (K) is embedded into A r × R according to the formula:
7)
where m = |E tors |. Using formula (3.7) and the map t → e 2πimt , t ∈ R, (3.8) we conclude that the fiber bundle (Ṽ 0 N,k , S 1 ,π, A r ) has the structure group Z/mZ ∼ = E tors .
(3.9)
The same is true of the fiber bundle (V 0 N,k , Q, π, A r ), provided the point ∞ of conic Q is endowed with the fiber A r . Lemma 3.2 is proved.
Consider the fiber bundle (V 0 N,k , Q, π, A r ). The dimension of a fiber bundle is the sum of dimensions of the base space and the fibers, i.e. 
3.2.
Proof of corollary 1.3. We shall split the proof in two lemmas.
Proof. We adapt the argument of [Lemmermeyer 2003 ] [4, Theorem 11]. Consider the order Λ = Z + Zθ in the ring of integers in the real quadratic field k = Q( √ D). Since θ is the root of quadratic equation (2.3), we conclude that A = 1, B = 0 and C = −D. Using (2.7) one can write the Fermat-Pell conic Q in the form:
(3.11) According to [Lemmermeyer 2003 ] [4, Theorem 11], the Tate-Shafarevich group X(Q) of the conic (2.7) is given by the formula:
where Cl (Q) is the class group of Q. But Cl (Q) is equal to the narrow class group of the order Λ. Thus X(Q) ∼ = Cl (Λ) ⊕ Cl (Λ). Lemma 3.4 is proved.
Proof. Using formula (3.7), one can identify the K-rational points of the elliptic curve E (K) ∼ = Z r ⊕E tors with the integer points of the fiber bundle (V 0 N,k , Q, π, A r ). It is not hard to see, that the group X(A r ) of the fiber A r is trivial. We conclude therefore, that the failure of the Hasse principle for E (K) occurs only in the base space Q. On the other hand, lemma 3.4 says that X(Q) ∼ = Cl (Λ) ⊕ Cl (Λ). Thus X(E (K)) ∼ = Cl (Λ) ⊕ Cl (Λ). Lemma 3.5 is proved. Corollary 1.3 follows from lemma 3.5.
Remark 3.6. The formula X(E (K)) ∼ = Cl (Λ) ⊕ Cl (Λ) can be proved in purely algebraic terms [6, Corollary 1.3]. However, the approach based on the Lemmermeyer's Lemma 3.4 and geometry of the fiber bundle (V 0 N,k , Q, π, A r ) seems to be more elegant. The restriction 2u = b, v = 2 shows that our fraction (4.3) is contained in the component V 0 1,2 described by (4.5). Moreover, the V 0 1,2 is the maximal component with such a property. Since the V 0 1,2 is parametrized by two complex variables u and v, we conclude that 
Examples
It is known ( Remark 4.5. The arithmetic of elliptic curves E CM has been studied by [Gross 1980 ] [3] . In particular, it was proved that r(E CM ) = 1, if E CM is an elliptic curve with complex multiplication by the integers of the field Q( √ −p), where p ≡ 3 mod 8 is a prime number [Gross 1980 ] [3, Theorem 22.4.2] . The reader can verify, that letting b = 2k + 1 in formula (4.3) implies b ≡ 3 mod 8. Therefore formula (4.12) is a generalization of the result of [Gross 1980 ] [3, Theorem 22.4.2] . We refer the reader to [5, Table 1 .1] for more examples.
Example 4.6. Let the E (Q) be as in example 4.3. One gets using (1.2) and (4.11) that r(E (Q)) = c(F (E (Q))) − 1 = 1 − 1 = 0. (4.13)
Thus the rank of elliptic curve (4.7) must be zero for each integer b ≥ 3.
